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This is a collection of games that were often played during recess in one

room schoolhouses during the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. 

 Though some of these games may seem familiar to many of us have you

ever though about the origins of these classic games? The origins and uses

of these games can tell us a lot about what growing up during this period

was like. 

 You will notice going through these games the simplicity of many of the

activities. This is because there was not a lot of materials available to people

so children's games relied on finding creative ways to have fun!

We hope you can also get creative while encouraging activity and

movement!

Thank you to our Sponsors:



The origins of these following games are hard to trace because they spread

through oral traditions making them hard to trace back. What we do know is

throughout the nineteenth century these were popular recess or after school

games. Children would gather together and run around to entertain

themselves. In a time before children's toys were widely accessible games that

required very few or no supplies were very common. These were easy to

organize and facilitate at school or in your neighbourhood making them

popular game choices. 

Large Group Games



The player that has been chosen to be "Mr. Wolf" stands in front of the other

players who have lined up behind then in a designated safe area. Keeping

their back to the other players they walk forward. The players call out "What

time is it Mr. Wolf?" and Mr. Wolf replies calling out any time, such as "Twelve

o'clock."  Everyone including Mr Wolf keeps walking forward taking as many

steps as the hour states (ie. 5 o'clock is 5 steps) They repeat this question-

answer pattern a number of times. At any time Mr. Wolf's response can be

"Dinner time!" They then turn around and chase the players, who must run

back to the safe area. If a player is caught they then become Mr. Wolf. If Mr.

Wolf fails to catch anyone before they reach the safe area they remain Mr.

Wolf. A game within the game is players testing how close they can get to Mr.

Wolf without being caught. You can also alter the game so that each player

caught becomes Mr. Wolf's helpers and the game continues till everyone is

caught. 

What Time is it Mr. Wolf?

How to play: 

Type: chasing game                                  Players: group



The players form a circle around whoever has been chosen as the Dead Man. 

 The Dead Man lies in the center covered by a blanket. The players move

around the circle holding hands while taking small steps. While walking they

chant "Dead Man arise, Dead Man arise." Gradually they start moving faster

and the chant becomes louder. The Dead Man chooses when to jump up and

catch a player. The caught player becomes the new Dead Man and the original

Dead Man joins the chanters. 

Dead Man Arise

How to play: 

Type: chasing game                                  Players: group



One player is the traffic controller. The traffic controller stands at one end of

the playing area or preferably against a wall with their back turned to others.

The other players line up at-lest 10 meters away facing the traffic controller. 

 The traffic controller then shouts "Green Light" and all the others players race

towards the base. When the traffic controller shouts "Red Light" everyone

freezes. Immediately the traffic controller turns around and tries to catch

someone moving. Anyone caught moving have to move back to the starting

line. The pattern repeats itself until someone makes it to the base. They must

tap the traffic controller and call "home." This signals all other players to run

back to the starting line. If someone is touched by the traffic controller before

reaching safety they become the new traffic controller. If the traffic controller

is unable to catch anyone they remain the traffic controller. Either way the

game resets and the pattern repeats.  

Red Light, Green Light

How to play: 

Type: racing game                                  Players: group

Honk
!

Honk!



One player must be the fox and the rest of the players are the chickens. The chickens

must take refuge in a closed-in area. The fox chants: "One, two, three, four,/ I'll catch

a Chicken or I'll be sore." One chicken then comes out and tries to reach the

henhouse, which should be marked out on the other end of the playing area. If a

chicken gets caught they become the new fox and the first fox joins the chickens. 

A chicken who does make it to the hen house

without being touched by the fox becomes a

mother hen and has the ability to help other

chickens. They can elude the fox by

protecting them with their flapping

wings/arms. 

Fox and Chickens

How to play: 

Type: catching game                                  Players: group


